
TOP $$$ TIPS FOR 2020
Written by Ryan & Sunni Chester

With a little bit of know-how and sweat equity, you can increase the value of your

home along with its appeal to prospective buyers. Most items in this guide can be

performed with little to no money involved. Some suggestions may require you to dip

into your pocketbook; however, their impact on your home's bottom line will be well

worth the investment. The majority of tips outlined in this guide are simple; yet, the

impact they can have on your home's price tag is substantial. Before starting any major

projects, consult with a local Realtor® to discuss the current market conditions and

where you should focus your attention in order to achieve the best results.
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If you have

thought about

selling your home

within the next

year or so, we

would love to talk

with you about

why you should

consider selling

now.

CURB APPEAL
As with most things in life, first impressions are critical,

particularly in real estate. Most people start to form an opinion of

your home as soon as they arrive. To command the highest price

for your property, consider the following:

~FIRST IMPRESSIONS~

If your curb appeal is lacking, there is an

opportunity to add value through

landscaping. Numerous surveys online

suggest money spent in this area tends to

have a positive Return on Investment for the

Homeowner. Keeping your lawn manicured,

maintaining fresh mulch in your flowerbeds

along with adding pops of color through

flower groupings are all 

inexpensive ways to increase your home's

worth. You should also consider the addition

of potted plants to your porch or deck and,

as always, sustain a clean and tidy space. If

your landscaping is grossly outdated or

virtually non-existent, it would be advisable

to consult with a landscaping professional

who can make suggestions based on your

budget.
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Based on our

experience, we

have found it

beneficial to save

paint and stain

swatches in a

designated location

(consider filing this

information). Even if

you drink your daily

echinacea

shake, most people

would be hard-

pressed to

remember the paint

colors they

picked six months

ago, let alone six

years.

MINOR REPAIRS
You may have become accustomed to some of your home's

imperfections, but don't assume because they seem insignificant

that they won't have an adverse effect on its value. The last

thing you want is for others to carry a negative impression of

your home, whether that be an inspector, appraiser, buyer, or

even guests for that matter.

~MINOR REPAIRS, MAJOR IMPACT~

We can't stress this point enough; small

issues tend to be compounded in others'

minds, especially when coupled with further

problems. So, yes, caulking around the

doors and window trim, as well as the

baseboards, is highly recommended. Be sure

to repair any leaky faucets and touch-up

paint where necessary (doors, walls, trim,

etc.). Another easy task you can tackle is to

make sure all light fixtures work correctly and

have matching light bulbs. Check to confirm

all doors open and close properly; this

includes ensuring all cabinet doors are

correctly aligned. These simple fixes will pay

huge dividends, considering the limited

amount of time and money you will have

invested. Before you know it, you will be

sipping Mai Tai's on the beach, celebrating

all of the equity you've added to your home.
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COST-EFFECTIVE UPGRADES
It doesn't always make financial sense for a full-blown remodel of your kitchen or bathrooms.

Below are simple upgrades you can implement at a fraction of the cost yet still allow you to

achieve the desired results.

~SMART MONEY MOVES~

Your kitchen and bathrooms are prominent selling features of your

home. It only seems logical that we make sure to show them

plenty of love. If your cabinets have seen brighter days, there's a

good chance it's time for a facelift. Painting your cabinets and

updating the hardware (pulls) usually makes all of the difference

in the world. If they are ridiculously outdated, you could weigh

the pros and cons of having a professional build new cabinet

doors. We always recommend consulting with a trusted advisor

before beginning any home improvements. Talk to a local

Realtor® about your specific objectives. They will have a better

understanding of your local market and should be able to guide

you concerning what improvements will serve you best, based on

your stated goals. For example, specific price points may warrant

replacing your kitchen countertops; however, a home at a lower

price point probably doesn't need granite or marble counters to

sell for top dollar. And yes, it is possible to over-improve; believe

us, we know firsthand. As much as I like reminiscing about past

mistakes, now would be a good time to move along.

Appliances are the largest ticket items we will discuss in this

guide. I think it's safe to assume most people react well to the

site of matching (insert current popular finish here) appliances.

The question is whether or not upgrading is worth the investment?

We tend to lean towards the conclusion that it is not. It will

greatly depend on your local market and the price point of your

home. You could invest those dollars elsewhere and benefit from

a higher return. If your ceiling fans or light fixtures are dated, you

may be better suited to spend money in those areas. Also, make

sure the grout lines between your tiles are clean and in good

repair. Otherwise, you should consider re-grouting. Last but not

least is paint. You would be surprised by the impact that our color

choices can have. Whether you need to spruce up your exterior or

interior, keep in mind that neutral colors tend to be the best

choices. Why? Because they appeal to a broader audience.

Adding pops of color is best accomplished with accents

throughout your house.
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Identify the areas of your home that need attention and make a list. Determine the

items you will tackle first and cross them off your list as you complete each task.



CLEAN & DECLUTTER
You've landscaped, cleaned, repaired, decluttered, made improvements, cleaned some more,

and now you are ready to reap the rewards of your hardwork!

~TO STAGE OR NOT TO STAGE~

If your intent is selling, then you should give serious thought to

staging. Staging is a great way to accentuate your home's

positive features and deflect from anything that could be

perceived negatively. It can also help buyers see how they might

utilize each space within your house (we weren't all blessed with

vision). However, the opposite effect can take place when

staging is done improperly. If selling is not a part of your agenda,

then decluttering coupled with a deep clean can positively

influence your home's worth. People tend to be visual creatures

and often associate some degree of value with cleanliness and

organized spaces! I can assure you a home that shows well almost

always commands a higher price. 
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addition to Real Estate, they have an extensive background in the

Oil & Gas industry that spans 14 years, owning two successful

companies during that timeframe.
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~DISCLAIMER~

The information contained in this article is the individual opinions

of the writers based on their personal and professional

experiences within the Real Estate Sector and is provided for

informational purposes only. Nothing herein shall be construed as

tax, legal, or accounting advice. Past performance is not a

guarantee of future performance or results. It is always advisable

to consult with your attorney, accountant, and local real estate

agent to best understand the current market and how it may

affect you when buying or selling your home.
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